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NEW QUESTION: 1
An organization currently writes backups to an EMC Data Domain system and then creates
encrypted copies of their backups on tapes. These tapes are then shipped to a third-party
offsite vault.They are now planning to deploy a second Data Domain system in a hosted
disaster recovery site as a replication target. This will replace the use of the offsite tapes. The
two sites are connected through an encrypted WAN link. Where should encryption be applied
on the Data Domain systems to ensure a similar level of data security as their current process?
A. WAN link between the sites is already encrypted
B. Use encryption of data in flight to the hosted disaster recovery site
C. Enable encryption of data at rest at the source site
D. Enable encryption of data at rest at the disaster recovery site
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which three are among the software components that constitute the QoS Management
framework?
A. Grid Infrastructure for a cluster
B. O/S Resource Manager
C. OC4J cluster resource
D. Cluster Health Monitor (CHM)
E. Grid Infrastructure for a standalone server
F. Cluster Verification Utility (CLUVFY)
Answer: A,C,D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
A: In conjunction with Cluster Health Monitor, QoS Management's Memory Guard detects nodes
that are at risk of failure due to memory over-commitment. It responds by automatically
preventing new connections thus preserving existing workloads and restores connectivity once
the sufficient memory is again available.
.
F: The ora.oc4j is for the QoS (Quality of Service Management), which is only available on
Exadata.
Incorrect:
Not B: The Cluster Verification Utility (CVU) performs system checks in preparation for
installation, patch updates, or other system changes. Using CVU ensures that you have

completed the required system configuration and preinstallation steps so that your Oracle grid
infrastructure or Oracle Real Application Clusters (Oracle RAC) installation, update, or patch
operation completes successfully.

NEW QUESTION: 3
Whichof the following virtualization management approaches can help organizations maintain
optimal hardware resource utilization over time? (Select ALL that apply).
A. Automatically moving virtual machines based on changes to resource requirements
B. Storing virtual machines on a Storage Area Network (SAN)
C. All of the above
D. Deployingmultiple copies of virtual machines to different host servers
E. Automatically moving virtual machines based on changes to resource requirements
F. Placing virtual machines on isolated virtual network switches
G. Automatically reconfiguring virtual machines based on performance statistics
Answer: A,G

NEW QUESTION: 4
Universal Containers acquires a company that runs an application on Google Cloud Platform
(GCP). The GCP application needs to communicate securely with a Heroku application. The
Heroku application has Internal Routing enabled and is running in a Private Space. Which two
recommendations should an Architect make to satisfy this use case? Choose 2 answers.
A. Establish a secure site-to-site VPN connection between the Private Space and GCP.
B. Disable Internal Routing on the Heroku app.
C. Ensure that the Private Space and GCP use matching CIDR ranges.
D. Ensure that the Private Space and GCP use distinct CIDR ranges
Answer: A,D
Explanation:
Explanation
- Here is the explanation: https://devcenter.heroku.com/articles/vpn-private-space.
google-cloud-platform#manual-setup
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